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Abstract 
 

Traditionally, the peak overpressures of multi-point shockwave are obtained through the sensor array by using the 
electrometric method, and then the surface interpolation is carried out by the mathematical model to draw the contour 
lines of the shockwave overpressure field. The cross-validation method of the mean absolute error (MAE), mean relative 
error (MRE), and root mean square error (RMSE) was proposed in this study to achieve high precision and effective 
interpolation of the contour lines. The quantitative test of Kinney-Graham Formula was verified, and the peak 
overpressures of the multi-point shockwave of a 7.62-mm caliber gun and a naval gun were obtained through the sensor 
array based on polar coordinate. Then, the shockwave overpressure field was interpolated by the inverse distance 
weighted (IDW) interpolation, the ordinary kriging interpolation(OK), the radial basis function (RBF) interpolation, and 
the cubic spline (CS) function interpolation, Finally, cross-validation analysis was performed on MAE, MRE, and RMSE. 
Results demonstrate that the MAE of the RBF interpolation is 0.038, and the MRE is 0.001. The error is smallest, the 
accuracy is highest, and the interpolation effect is closest to the shockwave field model. The OK interpolation is close to 
the RBF interpolation. The MRE of the CS interpolation is 0.254, which is relatively large. The RMSE of the IDW 
interpolation is 14.268, which is abnormal. The RBF interpolation is the optimal interpolation algorithm for the 
shockwave overpressure field, which provides a reference for the contour drawing of the shockwave overpressure field. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Contour lines are generated based on the spatial 
interpolation theory of computer graphics. For the discrete 
distribution and some regular geometric variable values or 
physical quantities, the points with the same values are 
interpolated and the contour lines are drawn by a 
mathematical method to express the physical distribution 
clearly and intuitively. 

The service and safety performance evaluation of the 
shockwave overpressure field using the conventional 
weapon approval test is conducted to provide reliable 
scientific basis to assess the damage efficiency of weapons 
and equipment and identify the required maintenance. In the 
existing literature, the initial establishment of the theory of 
shockwave model provides the basis for the prediction of the 
overpressure and the drawing of the contour line of the 
shockwave overpressure field [1]. Previous studies showed 
that the test of the shockwave overpressure field to obtain 
the overpressure value of the sensor array at different points 
and draw the contour lines by the interpolation algorithm 
was mainly based on the electric method [2]. Interpolation 
compensates for the deficiency of spatial observation data 
points. It generates the distribution of data points with 
regular spacing in the range of original data distribution, 
according to certain grid handling method (mathematical 

models) for calculation. The sensor arrays should be 
arranged in a Cartesian coordinate system, but the polar 
coordinate system had better applicability given the limited 
space area of the weapon [3]. The shockwave overpressure 
data obtained by a sensor array in a polar coordinate system 
showed uneven distribution, which affected the accuracy of 
the traditional cubic spline (CS) function interpolation and 
resulted in the contour error [4]. 

Data characteristics greatly influence the interpolation 
algorithm and the different optimal interpolation algorithms 
for different types of data [5]. In the existing literature, only 
the CS function interpolation was used to study the 
shockwave overpressure field; the error was not evaluated. 
The shockwave overpressure field obtained by the 
electrometric method has the characteristics of less 
measurement points, numerical changes, and sparse data, etc.  
Further study and evaluation of different interpolation 
algorithms are required to obtain high precision shockwave 
overpressure contour map. 

The present study cites the four types of interpolation 
algorithm for the shockwave overpressure field on surface 
interpolation and the statistical method of cross-validation, 
which is used to compare the interpolation results to obtain 
the optimal interpolation algorithm. 
 
 
2. State of the art 
 
The different types of shockwave overpressure fields have 
been tested in recent years. The improvement of test 
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technology and computer simulation capability guarantees 
the accuracy of the overpressure peak and the further 
understanding of shockwave physics model. Zhao Haitao et 
al. programmed the air explosion numerical simulation 
program and compared it with the commercial software 
AUTODYN. The air blast shockwave propagation was 
conducted to verify the empirical formula, but the 
shockwave overpressure field information was not analyzed 
[6]. Zhang Yuanping performed the near-ground point 
source explosion test of the single direction of 11 points 
through a sensor array by using the electrometric method, 
and deduced the TNT equivalent by curve fitting with 
different point pressure values through the empirical 
formula,. However, the similarity measurement precision 
and other angles were not explained [7]. The multi direction 
test of the near-ground point source explosion was 
conducted by Feng Hao to obtain a single quadrant peak 
overpressure of shockwave, through the improvement of the 
polar form and lay out of non-uniform angles and different 
radii of 15 test points. The contour lines were drawn with CS 
function interpolation, according to the similarity law. 
However, the interpolation precision was not studied [4]. 
Wang Yang et al. analyzed the physical model of the point 
source explosion and muzzle shockwave of heavy-caliber 
weapons, and obtained the initial and the overpressure peak 
contour through numerical simulation. However, the ground 
reflection and far-field condition of shockwave were not 
considered [8]. Lai Fuwen et al. tested the medium and far 
field shockwave of heavy-caliber weapons (naval gun) 
through the sensor array in a polar coordinate system, 
obtained the 25 pointes peak overpressures, and plotted the 
shockwave overpressure contour by cubic spline 
interpolation. However, the interpolation error was not 
quantified [3]. The shockwave of minor-caliber weapons 
was simulated and tested to obtain the corresponding 
characteristics of shockwave propagation by Hristov, but the 
effects of different interpolation algorithms on the 
shockwave contour were not analyzed [9]. Rehman 
simulated the pulse noise of the weapon to validate the wave 
propagation characteristics, and provided a reference for the 
contour plot in the shockwave far field [10]. 

Data types and numbers have the greatest impact on the 
effect of interpolation algorithm and contour drawing, 
especially the number of value points [11, 12]. Tugrul et al. 
studied the inverse distance weighted (IDW) interpolation 
algorithm, which eliminated the duck egg effect with 
different weighting coefficients. However, the data type 
influence was not analyzed further [13, 14]. Kerry and Roger 
introduced the principle of kriging interpolation algorithm 
and verified the application of different algorithms, but the 
effects of number were not sufficiently studied [15, 16]. 
Pouderoux and Dehghan conducted a deep research on the 
radial basis function (RBF) interpolation and smoothing, 
introduced the steps for two-dimensional interpolation, and 
pointed out that the RBF interpolation had the best effect, 
thereby providing a reference for the interpolation algorithm 
[17-19]. The settlement of foundation ditch was analyzed 
based on the fifteen observation points by using the IDW 
interpolation, kriging interpolation, and Shepard 
interpolation. The cross-validation result showed that the 
accuracy of the IDW interpolation is the highest [20]. 
However, this conclusion is not accurate for the shockwave 
overpressure field, because the overpressure value of the 
shockwave and the settlement volume are different from the 
single point source influence data. Cheng Peng used the 
diurnal temperature of twenty-seven weather stations to 

interpolate the annual average temperature of the Shanxi 
plateau by eight types of spatial interpolation, including 
inverse distance weighting, global polynomials, local 
polynomials, radial basis functions, spline functions, trend 
surfaces, ordinary kriging, and cooperative kriging. 
Precision comparison was carried out by using one cross 
validation. The radial basis function and the ordinary Kerri 
interpolation have the highest precision [21]. The daily 
temperature is mainly affected by the sun, and the 
shockwave is the one-point source data, which provide 
reference for the shockwave overpressure field interpolation. 
The interpolation algorithms of ordinary kriging, cubic 
spline, and inverse distance weighted were compared and 
analyzed based on geostatistics, mathematical functions, and 
geometric methods. If sparse data were available, they were 
used for ordinary kriging (OK) interpolation. The 
interpolation precision of cubic spline function was high 
when the more and uniform data were available [22]. 
However, the impact of quantity was not analyzed and 
quantified. 

In the existing literature, the shockwave overpressure 
prediction and near-field shockwave model and interpolation 
of the other physical quantity have been studied. However, 
few studies on surface interpolation for sparse data of 
shockwave overpressure peaks are available, especially the 
evaluation of interpolation accuracy of different 
interpolation algorithms. 

The present study proposes the evaluation method of 
cross validation and obtains multipoint overpressure value of 
different types of shockwave field, such as the near-ground 
point source explosion, minor-caliber weapons, and naval 
gun. The overpressure peaks are interpolated by the IDW 
interpolation, the OK interpolation, the RBF interpolation, 
and the CS function interpolation. The merits and demerits 
of different interpolation algorithms are compared based on 
the shockwave model and error evaluation to provide the 
basis for the contour plot of the shockwave overpressure 
field. 

The remainder of this study is organized as follows. 
Section 3 presents the tests of the multipoint overpressure 
values of three types of shockwave field, analyzes the four 
types of interpolation algorithms, and proposes the 
evaluation method for cross validation. Section 4 presents 
the surface interpolation of the three types of shockwave 
fields, drawings of the contour-maps of the different 
algorithms, and the contrast between the effects and errors. 
Section 5 presents the summary of the conclusions. 
 
 
3. Methodology 

 
The data of the near-ground point source explosion, minor-
caliber weapons, and naval gun obtained by the 
electrometric method and processed by data filtering are 
different. 

The interpolation method can be divided into two 
categories, according to its mathematical principles, as 
follows: the deterministic interpolation and the geostatistical 
interpolation. The deterministic interpolation method is 
based on the appearance of the interior region or on its 
smoothness, and the surface is created by the known samples. 
Geostatistical interpolation can not only quantify the spatial 
autocorrelation among known points, but also explain the 
spatial distribution of sampling points in the predicted area 
by using the statistical characteristics of known samples [11]. 
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The four types of interpolation algorithms used in this 
study belong to geostatistical interpolation, such as IDW 
interpolation, RBF interpolation, CS function interpolation, 
and OK interpolation. 
 
3.1 Shockwave overpressure field data 
Blast wave is a spherical wave of isotropy at rest and 
expanding outward. The overpressure value is calculated at 
different distances, with the standard explosive ball 
exploding in the air, using the theoretical or empirical 
formula. The much accurate calculation of the overpressure 
explosion of TNT explosive ball in the air is the Kinney-
Graham Formula, as follows: 
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where df  is the factor of atmospheric transmission, airp  is 

the atmospheric pressure at the test site ( 2/kg m ), 0airp  is 

the standard atmosphere (1.03323 2/kg m ), airT  is the 
atmospheric temperature at the test site ( K ), 0airT  is the 

standard atmosphere temperature (288.16 K ), R  is the ratio 
of distance ( 1/3/m kg , 0.053 500R≤ ≤ ), r  is the distance 
between the test point and the core ( m ), and ω  is the TNT 
equivalent of explosives ( kg ). 

The explosion shockwave model has been proven, and 
the TNT equivalent has been introduced [7]. The 
overpressure empirical equation (Eq. (1)) is used to model 
the explosion shockwave in the infinite space, and the 
overpressure value is calculated in the range of 
approximately 13-30 m  from the distance to the core. The 
arbitrary direction is 0°  when the core is considered the 
center, and five radial points are taken at the radial equal 
intervals of 30° , 60° , 90° , 120° and150° . The blast wave 
is isotropic, and the data on the same radius are equal. The 
overpressure peaks of 10, 14, 18, 22, and 26 m  were 168.0, 
78.4, 46.1, 31.3, and 23.2 kPa , respectively. A total of 25 
type value points are considered. 

The weapon muzzle shockwave is a spherical shockwave 
with a directional characteristic. The overpressure contour is 
peach-shaped, and its intensity is the strongest along the 
propagation direction [8]. The different weapon 
characteristics and launching conditions obtained different 
shockwave results. The shockwave field presented by a 
naval gun is much complicated given the influence of 
secondary flame and ground overpressure [3]. 

The sensor array is arranged on one side when the 
shockwave is tested, considering the left and right symmetry 
of the muzzle. The overpressure peaks of a naval gun and 
7.62-mm caliber gun are obtained in polar form, as shown in 
Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The firing direction of a naval 
gun is 0° , and the range of 120° to 240°  is selected; it is 
distributed every 30° . The test radial range is 3-7m , and the 
placement interval is 1 m . Five points are placed on the 

same radial direction, and, thus, a total of 25 points are 
placed. A 7.62-mm caliber gun is placed on the direction 
of 0° , and the test point is at the origin of the muzzle. The 
interval between adjacent points is 22.5° , and the distance 
between adjacent measuring points in the radial direction is 
0.25m . Four points are placed on the same radial direction. 
Thus, a total of 28 points are placed. 

 
Table 1. Peak overpressure data of a naval gun shockwave 
( kPa ) 
Data r =3 m   r = 4 m   r = 5 m   r=6 m   r=7 m   

30θ = °  20.3 15.6 11.4 9.3 7.62 
60θ = °  15.1 12.5 9.7 8.7 7.4 
90θ = °  11.0 8.7 6.0 3.9 3.5 
120θ = °  7.0 8.4 6.4 4.2 3.7 
150θ = °  4.6 3.8 3.9 3.1 3.0 
 

Table 2. Peak overpressure data of a 7.62-mm gun 
shockwave ( kPa ) 
Data r=0.25 m   r=0.5 m   r=0.75 m   r=1.0 m   

22.5θ = °  47.41 18.25 10.73 6.96 
45θ = °  41.86 14.69 9.10 5.67 
67.5θ = °  29.91 10.32 5.81 3.76 
90θ = °  16.76 7.30 4.55 3.06 
112.5θ = °  10.66 4.34 2.88 2.36 
135θ = °  5.76 3.37 2.10 1.56 
157.5θ = °  4.01 2.27 1.26 0.87 
 

3.2 IDW interpolation method 
The basic principle of the IDW interpolation method is that a 
series of discrete points is distributed in the plane, and its 
position and attribute values are known as ( , )i ix y  and 

( 1,2, )iz i n= L . The value of point P  is evaluated by the 
distance weighted interpolation based on the property values 
of the discrete point ( , )p x y , which is an arbitrary grid node. 
The influence of the surrounding points on point P  is 
different from the difference in the distribution location of 
point ( )P z , which is called the weight function ( , )i x yω , as 
follows: 
 

[ ]( , ) 1 ( , ) ui iW x y d x y=    (2) 

 
where 2 2( , ) ( ) ( )i i id x y x x y y= − + −  is the distance from 

point ( , )i ix y  to point ( , )P x y . 
The square parameter controls the weight coefficient and 

decreases with the increase in the grid node distance. When 
calculating a grid node, the weight of a specific data point is 
proportional to the reciprocal of the distance from the point 
of the specified square to the observation point. The weight 
function is mainly related to distance, and usually to the 
direction. If the point is taken evenly on four directions 
around point P , then the direction factor is not considered. 
Thus, the value of the interpolation point ( )P z  is obtained as 
follows: 
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Allocation of the number of decision values of the 

weight function. 
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For a larger square, the closer data points are provided 
with higher weights, or the weights are evenly distributed to 
each point. Therefore, different values greatly influence 
point ( )P z . In addition, the calculation values are easily 
affected by the data point cluster. The results often show an 
isolated point, and the value is significantly higher than the 
surrounding data points. This approach is known as the 
“duck egg” distribution pattern. 

 
3.3 Kriging interpolation method 
Kriging interpolation space, also called the best auto-
covariance interpolation, is a method of optimal, linear, and 
unbiased estimation for variable values in the unsampled 
region that uses the original data of the regionalized 
variables and the structural features of the variation 
functions. The value of the unknown sample points, which 
are determined by the weighting of the known sample points, 
is expressed as follows: 
 

( )
1

( )
n

i i
i

Z x wZ x
=

=∑    (4) 

 
where ( )Z x  is the value of an unknown sample point, 

( )iZ x  is the value of the known sample points around the 
unknown sample point, iw  is the weight of a known sample 
point i  to the unknown sample point, and n  is the number 
of the known sample points. 

When weights are assigned with values, kriging 
interpolation not only considers the distance, but also the 
spatial relationship between known and unknown sample 
points through the variation function and structural analysis, 
which is different from the IDW interpolation. Many types 
of kriging interpolation methods are available. The 
traditional kriging method is often used when the 
expectation is unknown. In this method, the data are 
assumed to change into normal distribution. The 
interpolation process is similar to the weighted sliding 
average, and the weight is determined through the variation 
function, which is often referred to as local optimal linear 
unbiased estimation. kriging interpolation method 
commonly uses semi-variant function models such as 
Gaussian, linear, spherical, and exponential models. It has 
different applications in different areas. 

 
3.4 RBF interpolation 
The RBF interpolation is a combination of multiple data 
interpolation methods. The interpolation principle can be 
expressed as follows: 

For the set { }, 1,2, ,d
iX X R i N= ∈ = L  of N known 

sampling points and the corresponding set 

{ }, 1,2, ,d
iY f R i N= ∈ = L  of N real numbers, an 

interpolation function that satisfies the interpolation 
conditions as follows is determined: 

 
 ( ) , 1,2, ,i is X f i N= = L   
 
where { }( ) 1,2, ,iX X i Nφ − = L  is a collection of N radial 

basis functions. The known point , 1,2, ,d
iX R i N∈ = L  is 

the center of the radial basis function. ( 1,2, , )iw i N= L  is 
the unknown power coefficient. All the RBF interpolation 
methods are accurate interpolators and can be used to all 

data. A slip coefficient is introduced in the base function to 
generate a much rounded surface. Some usual basic 
functions, such as thin strip spline function, multiple 
quadratic function, and natural CS function, are available. 
 
3.5 CS interpolation method 
The spline function is a piecewise function that fits only a 
few points each time, while the connection of the curve 
segment is continuous. Therefore, the surface curvature is 
minimized by using the sample points to fit the smooth 
curve [23, 24]. The CS function is not only smooth, but can 
also guarantee the continuity of the first and second 
derivatives of the fitting curve. 

The set of data points are as follows: 
 

0 0 1 1 n( , ),( , ), ,( , )nx y x y x yL   
 
where 0 1 nx x x< < <L  . A function to satisfy the condition 
is determined, as follows: 
1) ( ) ,( 0,1,2, )iS x y i n= = L ; 
2) Within the range 0[ , ]nx x , ( )S x , second order is read and 
guided; 
3) Within each mini zone, ( )S x , is the cubic polynomial of 
variable x . 
Then, ( )S x  is the CS function or CS polynomial for the data 
points. 

In the following set of data points: ( , ), 1,2, ,i ix y i n= L  , 

jm  is the slope of ( , )i ix y . Then, the CS interpolation 
function expression for section j  is as follows: 
 

3 2( ) 1,2, ,j j j j jy x a x b x c x d j n= + + + = L   (5) 
 
and 1j j jh x x −= −  . The interpolation function coefficient ja , 

jb , jc , jd  is obtained as follows: 
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Although the spline interpolation speed is fast and has 

better visual effect, a large error is obtained in the area 
estimation of the large variation of the attribute in short 
distance. 
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3.6 Cross Validation 
The overpressure data error is analyzed by using the cross 
validation method, which can be used for all measuring 
points, assuming that the data is unknown. For the remaining 
point data, a different interpolation method is used to 
compute the simulation value by combining the calculating 
error of the observed value [25-27]. 

The error evaluation method mainly adopts the mean 
absolute error (MAE), mean relative error (MRE), and root 
mean square error (RMSE). MAE reflects the error range of 
the simulated value, MRE reflects the accuracy of the 
simulated value for the observed value, and RMSE reflects 
the sensitivity and extreme value of the simulated value. 
 

'

1

1 n

i i
i

MAE Z Z
n =

= −∑    (7) 
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where iZ  is the actual measured value of point i  , iZ ʹ  is the 
simulation value of point i , and n  is the number of points. 
 
4 Result Analysis and Discussion 
 
4.1 Drawing contour map 
The best interpolation parameters were selected for intuitive 
comparison of the interpolation results of the four methods 
for the three types of shockwave overpressure peak data in 
the study. IDW uses the third order equation. OK selects the 
linear transformation. RBF uses thin plate spline function, 
and CS adopts the three bending moment method. The wave 
overpressure peak fields of the four different models are 
shown in Figs.1, 2, and 3. 
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Fig. 1. Contour-map of the blast (a) under IDW method, (b) under OK method, (c) under RBF method, and (d) under CS method. 
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Fig. 2 Contour map of a 7.62-mm caliber gun (a) under the IDW method, (b) under the OK method, (c) under the RBF method,  
and (d) the CS method. 
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Fig. 3. Contour map of a naval gun (a) under the IDW method, (b) under the OK method, (c) under the RBF method, and (d) under the CS method. 

 
The blast shockwave field has the same centrality, and 

the overpressure value decreases with increasing radius. Fig. 
1 shows that the contour lines generated by the four 
methods can reflect the general situation of the wave 
diffusion of the point burst model. The super pressure 
contour density is high when the shockwave field is closer 
to the detonation. The direction of 0°  and 180°  is 
negatively influence by the number of points and the 
placement. The contour line, which produces an extreme 
value near the explosion and the far field, experienced the 
duck egg effect. The concentricity intensified with the 
increase in the radius, as generated by the IDW method, 
which does not accord with the law of infinite space 
propagation of point explosion. The contour line becomes 
sparse near the bursting core less than the midfield, and the 
midfield contour fluctuates. The contour generated by the 
IDW method is easily affected by the boundary value, and 
the smoothing effect becomes slightly worse. The RBF and 
CS methods have similar interpolation effect. However, the 
RBF method is slightly richer and more concentric. 

The muzzle shockwave overpressure field has the 
characteristics of directivity and dynamic circle. As shown 
in Fig. 2, in addition to the IDW method, the contour lines 
point to the 0°  direction, and the contour center deviation is 
approximately 0.2. The other three methods reflect the 
characteristics of the chamber shockwave. The IDW method 
produces the anomaly of contour line, and the contour lines 
produced by the OK method points to the horizontal 
direction of 180° . The midfield in the direction of 90°  
fluctuates, and the contour lines produced by RBF are the 
most rapidly attenuated near the center. The contour line is 
relatively smooth, and the effect is better. Finally, the 
contour line produced by the CS method is abnormal in the 
direction of135° . 

Fig. 3 shows that the contour lines produced by four 
methods reflect the influence of weapon caliber on the 
muzzle shockwave, that is, the particularity of the 
shockwave field is mainly reflected on the middle and far 
fields. The contour line is affected by the surface reflection. 
A great difference between the IDW method and the other 
three algorithms is observed, and an anomaly appears on the 
contour in the direction of 80° . The OK, RBF, and CS 
methods have the same change rules; only the smoothness 
and elevation changed slightly on the attenuation in the 
direction of120° . 

The comparative results of the interpolation effect of the 
three different types of shockwave fields show that, in 
general, the RBF method has the best effect, and the CS 

method interpolation effect is extremely close. The OK 
method has some fluctuations, and the IDW method is 
abnormal. 

 
4.2 Error analysis discussion 
The MAE, MRE, and RMSE are calculated, and the error 
between the estimated value and type of value point of each 
method is analyzed based on the intuitionistic comparison 
of the contour map. The MAE, MRE, and RMSE of the 
blast, the 7.62-mm caliber gun, and the naval gun are 
compared under the four interpolation methods, as shown in 
Tables 3, 4, and 5. Table 3 shows that for MAE, MRE, and 
RMSE, RBF <OK <CS <IDW. Thus, under the RBF 
method, the interpolation error is minimal. Under the OK 
method, the interpolation is relatively close. Under the CS 
method, the interpolation error is slightly large. Under the 
IDW method, the interpolation error is the largest. The two 
errors of the RBF and the OK methods are relatively close, 
and the difference in MRE is only 0.007, indicating that the 
interpolation effect is similar. The RMSE of the IDW 
method interpolation is large, indicating that the IDW 
method is abnormal. The statistics in Tables 4 and 5 is 
consistent with Table 3, and the regularity is stronger. 

Overall, the analysis conclusion of the cross validation 
error is that the RBF method interpolation effect is best, 
followed by the OK method interpolation. The CS method 
interpolation error is slightly large, and the IDW method 
interpolation is abnormal. 
 
Table 3. Cross validation error of the interpolation of blast 
Data MAE MRE RMSE 
IDW 11.371 0.181 14.268 
OK 0.664 0.008 0.964 
RBF 0.038 0.001 0.056 
CS 9.627 0.186 11.439 
 
Table 4. Cross validation error of the interpolation of a 
7.62-mm caliber gun 
Data MAE MRE RMSE 
IDW 9.434 2.111 13.504 
OK 0.093 0.009 0.159 
RBF 0.008 0.001 0.013 
CS 1.760 0.254 2.771 
 
Table 5. Cross validation error of the interpolation of a 
naval gun 
Data MAE MRE RMSE 
IDW 2.187 0.347 2.794 
OK 0.030 0.005 0.047 
RBF 0.002 0.001 0.003 
CS 0.798 0.148 1.122 
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5 Conclusions 
 
To draw high precision and effective shockwave 
overpressure field contour, an error evaluation method was 
established to evaluate the interpolation effect of four 
interpolation methods, including IDW, OK, RBF, and CS 
for the overpressure peak field of different types of 
shockwaves of the blast, 7.62-mm caliber gun, and naval 
gun. The MAE, MRE, and RMSE of the four interpolation 
results were cross-checked and compared. The following 
conclusions could be drawn: 
1) The contour map shows that the RBF, OK, and CS 
methods reflected the overall change in the overpressure 
peak field. The RBF method highlights the details, followed 
by the OK and the CS methods. However, the IDW method 
cannot evidently reflect the change in the overpressure peak 
field. 
2) The MAE, MRE, and RMSE results are analyzed, 
according to the error evaluation method. The three types of 
errors of the RBF method interpolation are the least, and 
that of the IDW method are the largest. The RBF method is 
superior to the CS method. The error of the RBF and OK 

methods is close to that of the 7.62-mm caliber gun and the 
naval gun shockwave field. Thus, the interpolation precision 
can satisfy the requirement. 
3) The RBF method interpolation is the optimal 
interpolation algorithm in the overall analysis. 

Thus, the spatial interpolation algorithm is introduced in 
the shockwave field to improve the precision of the pressure 
line drawing, such as the shockwave field of the 
electrometric method. It has a certain reference to the 
perfection of the shockwave overpressure field model. The 
data present two dimensional characteristics because the 
shockwave overpressure sensor is located in the same 
horizontal plane height. Therefore, in future studies, 
changing the different placement heights will result in much 
accurate contours of the shockwave overpressure field. 
Additional influencing factors should be considered in the 
future. 
 
This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the 
Creative Commons Attribution Licence  
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